Numerous Shirts Make Wardrobes More Adequate

A large and varied assortment of shirts provides you with the proper front for every occasion and goes a long way toward making your wardrobe appear larger. New shirts range from current interpretations of the favorite "lady" styled button-down collars to a varied collection of tab collars, collars with embroidered linings, which insure neatness, novel shirt fronts, short point collars, longer point wide spread collars, and include solid shades as well as checks, stripes and plaids.

There are also many new print designed business shirts of wash-and-wear mixed blends of cotton and synthetics, dark shades and pale tints.

NECKWEAR, which falls into the two general classifications of regular and "lady" this season, is also appealing enough to make a fellow want to change more often. The regular types range from imaginative colorful silks woven into striped and dotted designs that go well with white and solid colors. In the same way, a blend with patterned shirts "lady" ties come. The simple rayon stripes, handsome wool challis prints, and even with belts to match, deep-tone colors and solid woolen effects.

IN SHAPE, neckwear continues along similar lines in keeping with the generally thinner silhouette in men's clothes. "Lady" ties are slightly thinner, just a bit thinner than others.

Of interest to men is the new 50% rayon, 50% silk neckwear that is going on the market today. Many units have been planned for use with another with special regard to color, pattern and type.

So much in spite of the profusion, men need for fashion or."n"n
New look for college is achieved by shortness of sleeves, collars, and skirt length. One-piece skirts are in style, too.

Orderliness

Teen age orderliness gets a back-to-school lift from a smartly trimmed garterless garterless accessory bag for her growing gait with style, and on the look of a school girl. Helps get her in class on time as well as trim and neat.

Coordinated

Coordination makes good in modern wardrobes. Shown here, skirt of miniature Madras print with button down collar, matched to an Ivy-type cap.

30's Revival In Cotton

The relaxed silhouette, the unheated waistline, the natural theme, all reminiscent of the 30's, are featured in fall cotton outlook.

The natural theme comes ashore with a variety of fabrics and patterns. Ray plaids represent every class, monochrome stripes are held or conservative, gleam plaid cotton suiting is neat and smart, and patterned foulard prints are also used to interpret these trends in a casual manner.

Solid ties, midday tops and brass buttons are some of the accoutrements of fall ensembles. Even the little top pockets get to the point with their novelty.

FREE-FOIL silhouettes with their undefined waistlines are 1957 versions of the 30's look. A grey ray dress, slim but softly styled, with chamois waistband is typical of the trend. A plaid ensemble features a ruddy jacket pulled low to the hips and worn with a blouse.

The semi-midday, modern interpretation of an old favorite, often features a bow at the modest of an unheated waistline and frequently has feminine accents of lace.

All these orfits, made in lighter cotton, reflect today's softly rounded silhouette, inspired in styles of another day but give great cheer through 1957 degiating knowledge.

Take your favorite RECORDS . . . Back to School

- Jazz
- Progressive Jazz
- Dixieland
- Classical
- Hi-Fidelity
- Semi-Classical
- Popular

PHONOGRAPH

PHONOGRAPHIC

We Carry them ALL—top recording stars

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB

1-Record FREE with the purchase of 10 records over the period of a year

the RECORD CORNER

"THE LITTLE HOUSE ON THE HILL"

Free 2 Jr. Parking Available

408 N. Woodward
MI 47833
(4 blocks North of Maple)

BIRMINGHAM ECCENTRIC
SCHOOL SECTION

B = Boy
C = Corduroy

Boys in corduroy back for back to school are a must.

Corduroy styles this fall for the small boy are fantastic yet moderately priced. Choose car coat or zippered style jackets with matching or contrasting hogs and slacks. Slacks feature an Ivy League styling with reinforced leather lined pockets.

Jacket $5.95 . $8.98
Slacks $3.98
Cap $2.29

Little Folks Shop

175 W. Maple
Birmingham

School Requirements from the

VARSITY SHOP

Well rounded education calls for development of the body as well as the mind. You'll find all school physical training requirements here.

BOY'S Official GYM Outfits

For Jr. and Sr. High

Complete 2-Piece Outfit

Nylon Tank Suits

ADLER SOCKS

CONVERSE TENNIS SHOES

$1.98

$3.95

69c and $1.00

$5.75

GIRLS' Official GYM OUTFITS

For Jr. and Sr. High

Blouses

Shorts

Bermuda Shorts

Sr. High Only

GIRLS' TANK SUITS

Cotton

Nylon

$2.95

$6.95

$2.25

$2.95

$4.95

$9.95

Little League football practice starts Sept. 3rd

Applications available at the Varsity Shop

Official LITTLE LEAGUE FOOTBALL SHOES

Now in Stock

SPECIAL AT $6.95

85c

Official LITTLE LEAGUE SUPPORTERS

3 STAR EXTRA

2 FOOTBALLS

Personally autographed by the 1957 Detroit Lions football team.

To be given away FREE no purchase necessary,

come in and register.

FREE FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

277 PIERCE ST.
BIRMINGHAM's MOST COMPLETE SPORTS STORE

STAR WATCH FOR DETROIT LIONS NIGHT!